SQL LICENSING COMPLIANCE POLICY
(Exhibit K)
0. General
This document constitutes EpiGrid’s SQL Licensing Compliance Policy. This document outlines
Customer's and ReSeller's responsibilities regarding SQL Licensing when SQL is installed on/in the
Customer's EpiGrid Hosted Environment.
This document is an addendum to the EpiGrid Terms of Service as well as the EpiGrid Acceptable Use
and Privacy Policy. No provision of this document is intended to supersede any provision of those
documents.
This document also does not supersede any provision of any applicable Dassault Systemes /
SOLIDWORKS or Microsoft End User Licensing Agreements (EULA)
1. SQL Licensing Requirements
The following is EpiGrid's understanding of the aggregate requirements outlined by the Dassault
Systemes / SOLIDWORKS EULA and the Microsoft EULA as on September 16th, 2021 and are subject to
change. Dassault Systemes is the parent company to SOLIDWORKS.
a) Any version of SQL Server installed on EpiGrid servers must have a valid Microsoft SQL License
applicable to the use case and EULA of associated applications
b) SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional and SOLIDWORKS Manage require Microsoft SQL Server (SQL) to
be installed concurrently in order to function. The specific version of SQL is dependent on the version of
the SOLIDWORKS product installed. SOLIDWORKS PDM Standard requires Microsoft SQL Express
which, as of now is free from Microsoft and is not subject to the majority of this policy.
c) The specific SQL License to be used / acquired has the following requirements in addition to the
specific version required by SOLIDWORKS
i) the SQL License must include Microsoft Software Assurance entitlement (SA)
ii) the SQL License must be one of the following with the following entitlements
1) "Server" license with an appropriate number of Microsoft Client Access Licenses
(CAL) concurrently (IE every SQL user / PDM user must have a CAL)
2) "Core" license sufficient to cover all the processing cores (CPU) of the server, a
minimum of 4 CPU must be covered by the license (this license generally includes
unlimited users.
d) The EpiGrid Datacenter must have and maintain a valid Microsoft certificate on file. For SQL licenses
provided by EpiGrid as a monthly service, this is included and maintained. For customers who have
provided their own SQL Licenses or purchased a SQL License from an EpiGrid partner, the customer
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must follow the steps outlined by Microsoft to ensure the EpiGrid Datacenter has the appropriate
certificate on file (see "Mobility" details below)
2. SQL Licensing Compliance Policy
Not less than once per year but as frequently as EpiGrid chooses, in its sole discretion, EpiGrid and it's
Partners will conduct an audit of the entire EpiGrid Environment specifically for indications of SQL being
installed on any Customer servers. These audits will be cross-checked with records of which
Customer's are paying for and using the SQL License monthly service and which Customers have
purchased or provided their own licenses.
If at any time the Customer is found to have a version of SQL installed and running that requires a
license without a valid certificate from Microsoft on file, EpiGrid will immediately add the SQL License
monthly service to the customers next bill as well as notify the customer.
3. SQL Licensing Options
SQL SPLA (monthly service)
- EpiGrid and its Partners can provide an umbrella SQL License for a fee to each customer who chooses
to participate. This option automatically licenses the server fully for SQL use, includes SA, and unlimited
users
SQL Bring Your Own License (BYOL)
- Customers who wish to do so may provide their own SQL license. The license must meet all the above
defined requirements. The customer must also comply with Microsoft's "mobility" requirements by
having their Microsoft Reseller fill out and submit to Microsoft the "mobility" form. Microsoft will in turn
send a certificate to EpiGrid and its Partner's
4. Additional Policy's
New EpiGrid Customers and existing Customers who would like to BYOL instead of using the SQL SPLA
must pay for the SQL SPLA until a valid Microsoft Certificate is received by EpiGrid and its Partners.
There will be no grace period or "grandfather" exception, neither expressed or implied.
5. Microsoft SQL Information and Reference's
(the below links were valid and functional as of 09/16/2021, if they are broken please contact your
EpiGrid Reseller)
Microsoft SQL Licensing
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/licensing/product-licensing/sql-server
Microsoft License Mobility
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/licensing/licensing-programs/software-assurance-license-mobility
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